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WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians
Unitarians are very different





We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with. Everyone who
comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual path.
We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who have been seeking
elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun.
We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for themselves in mutual
respect, and that reason and conscience are our best guides.
We celebrate the variety of spiritual and ethical viewpoints held by people in our congregation. All are equally welcome and add to the richness of life in our Chapel.

Cover photo: Hollett’s Bridge: © Mike Oram 2017

If there is one thing we can be certain of in this 3D reality, it is that
change will occur. Currently we are experiencing a change of season as we
move from winter into spring. Many of us older folks will remember having
to cope with a change of currency and the adjustments that went with that.
Our bodies change constantly as we move through life, from childhood to
the vigour of youth, the more stable mid years and finally into the time of
old age and well-worn body bits that do not always behave as we would wish.
As a chapel community, we have seen first-hand over these past months how
our bodies can fail and let us down when we least expect it.
Or do they let us down? Before the cherry tree bursts into blossom and
glory its outer covering is shed; the leaves die and we see something that
bears no resemblance to the tree we knew. But inside, where the life-force
is, where the spirit of the tree is strong, the work is being done. When we
least expect it, after our weary journey through the darkness of winter,
one day hope returns in the form of a new bud on the seeming barren tree.
And so it is with us, when illness strikes us down and we can no longer be as
we were, remember that the barren times are opportunities for the soul to
grow. The real work of growth is always from within. Confucius said “Our
greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall” and
Epictetus said “The greater the difficulty the more glory in surmounting it.
Skilful pilots gain their reputation from storms and tempests”.
All storms pass because nothing in life stays for ever, everything changes,
transmutes, progresses. The daffodil dies and in the spring it blooms again.
When death takes our loved ones from us, we tread the dark night of the
soul and we feel that life itself has been taken from us. The mind and the
heart are riven with pain and grief but deep within us is the eternal seed of
the soul, the source of our glory and our connection to the All, the Oneness,
in which we are, and will be, our true, full selves and in which those we love
who have gone before have changed into their full glory. The barren times,
the storms and tempests, the times when we are stricken down and stripped
of our outward glory, those times force us inwards to become re-acquainted
with the glory and strength of our soul, our true self. Force us to hold the
hand of the Divine, which was ever within and waiting.
Out of the night that covers me, black as the pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be for my unconquerable soul.
Fran
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Every Sunday at Chapel. Meditation. 10:15 -10:45 am.
Come and join us for silent meditation in the Meeting Room on Sunday morning
before Sunday service. We start with 5 minute music, then into silence.

Sue Parry

Monthly Service for Unity and Global Peace. 2:00 pm. Chapel Gap, Storth
Road, Storth, LA7 7JL. Organised by the Tau Community of St. Francis, this is an
Interfaith service on the first Sunday of every month at the Monastery, where
members of the Tau Family join local people in a service for global unity and
peace. All warmly welcome. The service lasts about an hour. More details from
Rob Crompton, 01524 762292 – or just turn up.
NB. If any of the Unitarian chapel members would like to come and join us after
your chapel service and partake of homemade soup and bread from the monks’
kitchen, say 12:30-1:00 pm before the service starts here, then they are indeed
most welcome, but, if they could email me at: brothersean@btinternet.com before the Sunday to confirm so we don’t run out of soup/s.

Br Sean

MORNING PRAYERS via Lifestream and Facebook.
As an alternative to using the Daily Prayer Channel on Lifestream, why not come
and join me for Morning Prayers (09:00 am) and Evening Vespers (05:00 pm
GMT) live every morning and evening on our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008490064593. Morning and evening prayers, where we are called by Holy Father Mother God to raise the
Earth’s vibration ~ One Collective Consciousness ♥
Brother Sean
Monday 2nd April. 10:00 am – 12:30 pm. Open Space gathering.
Kendal Unitarian Chapel vestry. All welcome.
Wednesday 4 April. 7:30pm – 9:00pm. More in Common Group.
Kendal Unitarian Chapel Schoolroom.Open to all.
Sunday 8 April. 2:00 pm-4:30 pm. Monthly Open Meeting.
Fellside Centre, Low Fellside, Kendal, LA9 4NH.
BGKT Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravada) meets monthly on Sundays. All
welcome. Free. Donations towards room hire welcome. Meetings led by lay
teachers authorized by the Sangha [Community of Buddhist Monks] 01539729793. bgkt@etherway.net. http://buddhistgroupofkendal.co.uk/
Friday 13 April. 7:00pm. Alternative Perspectives.
Kevin Rowan-Drewitt. Neolithic Observatories. Unitarian Chapel Schoolroom. £5 on door, includes refreshments.
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Friday 13 April. 7.30pm Chaos Collective: The Tempest
RUSKINS 12-14 Stricklandgate, Kendal LA9 4ND
Join us for a chaotic evening of live music, theatre and fun! Together with
IMAGINE SENEGAL we will be hosting a magical fundraising evening in Ruskins,
including games, a raffle and a revival of The Tempest, Shakespeare's magical
shipwreck shanty; a tale of love, loss, magic and mischief set on a desert island
where nothing is quite as it seems.
Chaos Collective are The Lake District's newest touring, non-profit Theatre
Company, showcasing contemporary outdoor Shakespeare in scenic locations.
Details: www.chaoscollectivetheatre.co.uk
Saturday 21 April. 10:00 for 10:30 am–3:30 pm.
Quiet Day at Dalton. Theme: St Columba.
Christian Meditation Cumbria Programme. St Mary's Church Dalton LA15 8AZ
Leader: Alison McMahon & Deirdre Hannah. Cost: Suggested voluntary contribution of £10. Catering: Drinks provided, please bring your own lunch
Booking: Alison MacMahon 01229 343621/ally-mac@hotmail.co.uk
The theme for the day will be St Columba and his life on Iona, we will consider
the present day Iona community and how his life can still influences our own
prayer life today. We will take Ian Bradley’s themes of praise, protection and
presence in the Celtic Saint’s own life and how we can develop these ideas in
God’s creation.
Deirdre Hannah Spiritual Director, Alison MacMahon and Canon Ruth Crossley
will share their thoughts on St Columba and their own reflections on Iona. You
will be able to spend time in quiet refection in the church and garden. There will
be time for individual silence and group meditation. The day will be of interest
to both new and experienced meditators. There will be plenty of support from
the members of St Mary’s meditation group.
All are very welcome. If you wish to do something creative during the time of
personal silence please bring some artistic materials with you.
Saturday 21 April. 10:00 for 10:30 am – 3:30 pm. The Big Silence
Christian Meditation Cumbria Programme.
The Quaker Meeting House, Mosedale, CA11 0XQ
Leader: Stephen Wright. Cost: Suggested voluntary contribution of £10
Catering: Drinks provided, please bring your own lunch
Booking: Richard 01946 862990 / cmcwccm@fastmail.fm
Richard Broughton, Wythedale House, Dean, Workington, Cumbria CA14 4TJ.
Contemplation is an entry into deep prayerful silence where we just let God be
God. It is available to all with many spiritual benefits. Led by Stephen Wright,
one of the spiritual directors of the Sacred Space Foundation, this will be a day
of quietness and inner refection. He will draw on the Christian contemplative
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tradition, but in a way that is inclusive whether you belong to a religion or not.
There’s no need to be experienced in contemplation; short guidance will be
given before each session, morning and afternoon. There will be abundant time
for silence and stillness. There will be an opportunity for those who need it, in a
separate session, to explore our experiences.
Thursday 26 April. 10:00 for 10:30 am-4:00 pm.
The Work of Love in the Face of Doom. Christian Meditation Cumbria
Programme. Carver Church, Lake Road, Windermere LA23 2BY
Leader: Rev Dr Sarah Bachelard. Cost: £20.00 (Concession rate £5)
Catering: Drinks provided, please bring your own lunch
Booking: Please contact Richard 01946 862990 / cmcwccm@fastmail.fm
We live in times that are critical for the future of life on earth. Many feel a sense
of dread and impotence, particularly in relation to the ecological crisis and what
seems the intractable difficulty of generating meaningful engagement with its
many challenges. What does it mean to live well in the face of doom – neither
evading the truth of our situation, nor being overwhelmed by cynicism, rage,
fear and despair? How might a contemplative perspective help us bear with our
times, and sustain us in the transforming labour of faith, hope and love? Sarah
Bachelard is the founding director of Benedictus Contemplative Church, an ecumenical community based in Canberra, Australia. A theologian, retreat leader
and priest, Sarah is a member of the World Community for Christian Meditation
and an honorary research fellow at the Australian Catholic University. She has
led retreats and taught contemplative prayer in Australia and internationally,
and is the author of Experiencing God in a Time of Crisis and Resurrection and

Moral Imagination.

Saturday 28 April. NORTH WEST PROVINCIAL ASSEMBLY (NWPA)
AGM AND TRAINING FOR OUR FUTURE.
Unitarian Gateacre Chapel, Liverpool, L25 3PB
10.30 Coffee and tea will be served
11.00 Worship led by Clare Williamson, Lay Person in charge at Gateacre
12.00 Short AGM
13.00 Lunch (please bring your own, cakes and drinks will be provided)
14.00 Workshop. A presentation on future training will be given by Marion
Baker, speaking on behalf of the General Assembly Training Education & Development Project. Marion is also a member of the General Assembly Executive
Committee and the Nightingale Centre management committee and congregational member and trustee of Upper Chapel in Sheffield. This will be followed by
a Q & A session.
16.00 Departures
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The day event is free and promoted by NWPA. (Provincial Assembly of Presbyterian and Unitarian Ministers and Congregations of Lancashire and Cheshire). It is
a is a good time to meet up with friends old and new. There will be books for
sale produced by the NWPA. This is also an opportunity to hear about the training of our ministers and lay leaders for the future of our Unitarian and Free
Christian movement. Application forms and information will be available from
Rev Lynne Readett for anyone wishing to take part in the forthcoming Worship
Studies Course, to be held at Cross Street Chapel, Manchester this June and
July.
Take a look at our website:
www.ukunitarian.org.uk/northwestprovincialassembly and FB page:

https://www.facebook.com/northwestunitarians.

(NB: Their web link brings up a message that the page cannot be found. I tried
various options, plus links to it from other Unitarian sites, all led to the same
message, so I suggest you email Lynne Readett directly if you need info. Her
email address is:- rev.lynne@hotmail.com. Fran.)

Tuesday 1 May. 10:00 for 10:30 am – 3:00 pm.
Living with the Mystics. Theme: Evelyn Underhill
Christian Meditation Cumbria Programme. Friends Meeting House, Elliot Park,
Keswick
Leader: Jane Broughton. Cost: £5.00
Catering: Drinks provided, please bring your own lunch
Booking: Please contact Bob Morley 016974 72644 / rgm1@live.co.uk
Friday 25 May. 10:00 am – 4:00 pm. Interfaith Meditation for Peace.
Theme: A Day to Celebrate Unity and Pray for Peace.
Manchester Cathedral, Victoria Street, Manchester, M3 1SX
Leader: Laurence Freeman OSB and WCCM Lancashire/Cheshire
Cost: (Pre-donation or sponsorship requested)
Catering: Drinks provided, please bring your own lunch
Booking: patricia_higgins@hotmail.com
Tuesday 29 May. 6:50 pm for 7:00 – 9:00 pm. BUDDHIST NEW YEAR.
URC United Reformed Church (bottom hall, in courtyard) Highgate, Kendal,
Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravāda) invites you to BGKT’s VESAK PUJA BUDDHIST NEW YEAR CELEBRATION.
Vesak commemorates the Birth, Enlightenment, and Final Passing Away of the
Buddha. The Puja will consist of a short ceremony, followed by Dana (the traditional sharing of food). You are welcome to bring vegetarian food and/or nonalcoholic drinks to share. Donations of flowers, white candles, incense welcome.

http://buddhistgroupofkendal.co.uk/

Jacquetta Gomes
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The Human Quest for Meaning.
Before he came to lead our service on 22 February
this year, Rabbi Robert Ash sent me this photo, for
use on social media to advertise the service. (I
wish I could show it in colour but the colour pages
have been taken up in this issue. Fran). He also
kindly donated a copy of the 1995 Siddur Lev
Chadash [Liberal Judaism prayer book]. It contains
services and prayers for weekdays and Sabbaths,
festivals and various occasions. Some of the language is rather beautiful. Here is a taste:The Meaning of Religion
Religion is fundamentally an attitude to reality: a
response of the whole of our being - mind, heart
and soul - to the world in which we are placed. It is a sense of awe and wonder, an apprehension of the mystery beyond the commonplace, that produces, if only in rare moments, a feeling of joy too deep to be communicated except in music, poetry and prayer.
To be religious is to feel reverential respect for the cosmos and its Creator, for humanity
and its individual members. But it doesn’t stop there. It doesn’t lose itself in mere contemplation. It is also an active response to that which elicits reverence. It is not merely a feeling of the heart but a decision of the will, a commitment to a task, a self-enrolment in a
great adventure.
If anyone would like to borrow it please let me know.
Mandy
Photo caption: Who is wise;
one who learns from everyone

Riversiders’ RX Factor
On Friday 9 March, the Riversiders once again came up trumps, providing all who
attended a wonderful evening as they entertained us with their singing. The atmosphere
was warm and welcoming and happiness was tangible. They were ably and professionally supported by Dave Green, who was in charge of music and the technical stuff and
Marilyn, compére extraordinaire and quiz mistress supreme. The topic of the evening’s
quiz was Guess The Movie Theme and no matter whether answers were right or wrong,
everyone got a prize. My sort of quiz—and my sort of prize: chocolate! The event raised
£233 for the Riversiders. Well done to everyone involved.
Fran
World Water Day
World Water Day was on March 22. Water is finally being recognized as a living being
Around the world, from the Ganges in India, to the Whanganui River in New Zealand,
many people are standing up for the rights of sacred bodies of water. A film, The Voice of
Water, can be seen here: http://blessthewater.com/
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Inclusion in List of Eminent First Women for Fire Chaplain
Kendal resident Jacquetta Gomes has been included in a publication about eminent women who are firsts in various important achievements, for her role
(acknowledged by Sakyadhita International Association of Buddhist Women) as
the first female Buddhist Fire Chaplain in the world.
Jacquetta commented “Naturally, I am honoured and delighted to be included
in such a list, alongside wonderful inspirational women, including Nobel Prize
Winners. The publication includes women I was taught to respect as a child,
including Elizabeth Fry and Florence Nightingale. All the women on the list have
fulfilled important pioneering roles.
The Fire Service is a team. My role, which led to my inclusion, was made possible by the hard work and dedication of other men and women who came before me. I am sorry my Father, who served with the London Fire Brigade, is no
longer alive to hear about this”.
The Deputy Mayor of Kendal, Councillor Guy Tirvengadum, has invited
Carrie de Silva to speak about her publication in The Mayor’s Parlour in
Kendal Town Hall in the summer. He
said “I am delighted that a Kendal resident is represented in such an important publication, which includes
women who have contributed to
society and given great service”.

First Women by Carrie de Silva. A pdf
list of the first women in law, government, the professions and other notable posts, achievements and matters
of interest from Enheduanna of Ur
c2300-2225 BC, named author of The Sumerian Temple Hymns, to present day.
The Deputy Mayor and Jacquetta Gomes in The Mayor’s Parlour, Kendal
Town Hall.

If anyone would like a copy of First Women, please email me and I will send it.
Fran
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PRAYER 2
O God, Spirit of Light and Creation,
this we know
Without darkness there is no light

yours
For some the darkness is war
May the light of peace be theirs
May the light of peace be yours

Without wrong, we do not
perceive right
Without love we do not know hate
Without war we do not value
peace.

For some the darkness is fear
May light of courage be theirs
May the light of courage be yours
For all who live with darkness
May there be a light to guide them
home

For some the darkness is illness
May the light of healing be theirs
May the light of healing be yours

O God, Spirit of Life and Creation, this
we know
Without darkness there is no light or
life
Celia

For some the darkness is anguish
May the light of hope be theirs
May the light of hope be yours
For some the darkness is guilt
May light come from their
unburdening
May light come from your
unburdening

For Eve
Daffodils in March,
and an absence of lust.
The meld of swans and you.
Dust on the footpath.
Canal walk,
and a time to talk.
Squatting on a bridge laughing,
pussy-willows and daffodils.
The painted barge is near the turn,

For some darkness is loneliness
May the light of kindness and
friendship be theirs
May the light of kindness and
friendship be yours

leaving the landscape to us.

For some the darkness is grief
May the light of acceptance be
theirs
May the light of acceptance be

Dennis Evans. Poet in residence at
Golders Green Unitarian Church,
London.
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Kreäk Auld Wife Hake
Cum sit yersels doon an Ah s’gie ye ma
craks,
Ah’s reddy fer owt an Ah’s blithe as a bee,
‘Twez nobbut last neet az Ah’d fun ev aw
maks,
Baith cooartin an feytin an dansin an glee.
We went ta t’hake at t’Sun Inn at Kreäk
Did Tommy o’Tranthet an me an oor Jake;
Ah’d just gitten in an wez suppan sum gin
Whan in popt Lang Peggy and Kitty
o’Kreäk.
Submitted by John Campbell.

Another anonymous submission.
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Data Protection
A new law about data protection is coming into force in May 2018, which is
called the GDPR or the General Data Protection Regulation. In response to the
growing use of social media and the internet and fears and scandals about
identity theft and the misuse of the personal details of many private individuals, the government aims to give greater rights to its citizens and greater accountability. Like many administrators up and down the country, I have been
trying to sort out the paper work to ensure that the Chapel is compliant with
the new rules. There are two main things to bear in mind:
Firstly, organisations must get the explicit consent of individuals to hold and
use their personal data, such as their names and telephone numbers.
Secondly, this data is for the use of the Chapel only, so we cannot pass it on
to other external bodies or third parties without the explicit consent of the individuals concerned. For example, we cannot give Manna House a list of Chapel
members without the prior knowledge and consent of those individuals.
As recommended by the guidelines given to me by Essex Hall, I have adapted
a privacy notice and am working on a data audit. This means that I have been
going through the office files and thinking about whether to keep information
about private individuals and how that information is used and stored.
Also, I have produced consent forms for both individual Chapel members to
sign and for the representatives of all groups, which hire/use the premises.
Please look out for the forms in the next few weeks, as I will be asking each of
you to fill one in and return it to me. Obviously, nobody is asking anybody to do
anything they don’t want to do and you can change your mind at any time. So,
for example, if you don’t want your photo to appear in any Chapel literature,
that’s fine. However, if you don’t fill in a form, we won’t be able to contact you
directly and tell you about Chapel news and events. We will do our best to respect your wishes and your privacy. Once this is done, it should be business as
normal, but the Chapel may need to update its records from time to time. Anyway, please feel free to ask me any questions and remember not to give out
your personal information to cold callers and unfamiliar websites.
Jayne Finch, Chapel Administrator
Church Bulletin Board Bloopers
On a board during the minister's illness: GOD IS GOOD Dr. Hargreaves is better.
The 1997 Spring Council Retreat will be hell on May 10 and 11.
A bean supper will be held on Tuesday evening in the church hall. Music will follow.
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Chapel Membership
You may apply for membership of the chapel if a) you have been attending for
at least six months and b) you are in sympathy with the beliefs, values and
ethos of our chapel and of the Unitarian movement.
Members participate in the ‘Envelope Scheme’, which means you have an envelope for every Sunday in the year in which you put your donations for the
chapel. Members are required to pay a minimum of £35 per annum to cover the
cost of the Quota. The Quota is the charge per member which the chapel has to
pay to Headquarters to help with its (HQ’s) maintenance. Money which you pay
above £35 goes to help our own chapel funds.
The Chapel currently faces considerable financial outlays, mainly for repairs to
the chapel buildings (chimney, damp, cracks) and perimeter walls, and also is
trying to save money with a view to appointing a minister when we can again
afford one. Please give as generously as you can.
Advantages of being a member: you are entitled to ask for financial support if
you want to go on a Unitarian-based course or project (you may not get it! –
each case is considered separately by the Trustees). You are also entitled to
vote in Unitarian matters – e.g. when a new national Executive Committee
member is elected. Anyone thinking of joining, please talk to me!

Jo Rogers
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Above submitted by Maria Brown.

The following was submitted without a name attached.

New Commandments.
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Photo by Cesare Brai.

A wolf pack on the move - the first three are the old or sick, they give the direction and
pace to the entire pack. If it were the other way around, they would be left behind, losing
contact with the pack. In case of an ambush they would be sacrificed; then come five
strong ones, the front line. In the centre are the rest of the pack members; then the five
strongest following. Last is alone, the Alpha. He controls everything from the rear. In that
position he can see everything, decide the direction. He sees all of the pack.
The pack moves according to the elders' pace and help each other, watch each other.
Again, I am left speechless by nature. I knew that wolves are different, but didn't realize
how much we could learn from them. I didn't know wolves put the elders of the pack
FIRST... a lot of people on this planet should take note... they are to be seen up
front, setting the pace and direction while enjoying the protection of the rest... and not
invisible at the back of the line.
Comment by Gregg Braden.
If you don’t know who Gregg Braden is, I quote Deepak Chopra “Gregg Braden is a rare
blend of scientist, visionary and scholar with the ability to speak to our minds, while
touching the wisdom of our hearts." His web site is: www.greggbraden.com. His books
are: The God Code, The Divine Matrix, Resilience From the Heart, Human by Design and
Fractal Time. He also has a series on Gaia TV: www,gaia.com
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The Good Square Meal
Would you like a “good square meal”? These days you don’t often see them,
but they certainly existed some 450 years ago and they were appreciated and
enjoyed. They originated in the large homes of the very wealthy and landed
gentry of this country.
In the kitchen of those large houses the cook would bake large loaves of bread
in long, square baking tins. From these square loaves the cook would cut a slice
to serve as a table mat on the dining table at the place where the Lord or
Farmer ate his meals. As he ate, bits of food would slip off his plate on to the
square slice of bread which served as his table mat. It might be a sliver of
chicken, a bit of egg or parsnip, drops of gravy or fruit juice, blobs of fruit or
jam. All sorts of food and drink would be soaked up by the square slice of
bread.
These slices would then be taken to the church and handed over to the vicar.
He would put them away safe till he had time to deal with them or till the need
arose. If he heard of someone who was so poor and needy that they had no
food to eat, or if some poor traveller in need knocked on his door, then they
would be presented with the “good square meal.”
As they were poor, needy and hungry, the square meal would seem good to
them, and no doubt they thanked the vicar and, through him, sent their thanks
to the Lord or Farmer. They had had something to eat and they were grateful.
The fact that today we never see an original “good square meal” and most of us
would be offended if we were offered one, is perhaps a very good reason for us
to be thankful.
From “50 Tales to Ponder”, published by North West Provincial Assembly.
The children were lined up in the
cafeteria of a Catholic elementary
school for lunch. At the head of the
table was a large pile of apples. The
nun made a note, and posted on the
apple tray: "Take only ONE. God is

A wife invited some people to dinner.
At the table, she turned to her sixyear-old daughter and said, ‘Would
you like to say the blessing?’
‘I wouldn’t know what to say,’ the girl
replied.
‘Just say what you hear Mummy say,’
the wife answered.
The daughter bowed her head and
said, ’Lord, why on earth did I invite
all these people to dinner?’

watching."

Moving further along the lunch line,
at the other end of the table was a
large pile of chocolate chip cookies.
A child had written a note, "Take all

you want. God is watching the
apples.
From Br. Sean

Underbank Chapel Calendar, March
2018
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Laughter, the Best Medicine.
When Norman Cousins, editor of the New York Saturday Review, was diagnosed with
a terminal illness, he shut himself away for a month with humorous books and films
and laughed for a month. On his return to hospital for further tests, all trace of his
illness had gone. (See: Laughter, the Best Medicine by Norman Cousins).
When you laugh, Your….
Muscles Get a Physical Workout: Laughing is as effective as an aerobic exercise
that works out most of the body muscles. For example, you use more than 25 to 80
muscles in your body while you laugh. The contraction of your facial muscles besides
the abdomen, respiratory, arm and leg muscles, actually gives you an aerobic workout. Dr. William Fry, an associate professor of clinical psychiatry at Stanford University, who has studied the physiological effects of laughing, has put it as a form of
‘internal jogging’ and one minute of laughter workout will have the same effect as an
actual workout on a rowing machine for 10 minutes.
Blood Pressure Drops: Usually, under stress, the adrenaline gland produces cortisol
beyond normal, as the result of the ‘fight or flight’ instinct. This leads to hypertension
or high blood pressure. High blood pressure is not desirable and such levels of cortisol inhibit the immune system. Laughing helps us to lower this blood pressure. When
a human laughs, the secretion of cortisol and epinephrine is reduced. Initially the
blood pressure shoots up and then drops below normal to a lower blood pressure.
This helps the blood vessels to expand, letting blood flow easily.
Oxygen Intake Increases and Respiration Improves: You often gasp for air as you
laugh. As you gasp, you inhale more oxygen while laughing. As the cardiovascular
system already has the expanded or dilated blood vessels (due to the laughter), the
flow of oxygen to the organs is higher and better. The harder you laugh, the more
oxygen you intake. As you gasp for air, you clear your lungs and exhale the residual
air that stays behind as a result of normal respiration. By laughing, you also work out
the diaphragm muscles. The result is that your respiration improves.
Pain is Reduced: Laughing eases pain. As any workout would, laughing produces
beta-endorphins that reduce physical pain.
Immune System is Strengthened: Laughing increases the antibodies and improves
the T-Cell production in the body and helps to build a better immune system. This is
also related to the muscle workout from the heartily laughing, as the muscles are
connected to the thymus gland. Studies also suggest that watching a humorous
movie or show for about 30 to 60 minutes improves the secretion of Immunoglobulin A – an antibody that protects against cold, flu and other respiratory problems.
Psychological Wellness Increases: Laughter is contagious. When you laugh, it
shows the other humans that you are comfortable to be with and have a good sense
of humour. This attracts people and it elevates the group’s mood and it is obvious
that joy makes everything better. Stress-producing thoughts are also suppressed
from watching comedy shows or engaging in humorous chat; this physiologically prevents the secretion of stress hormones like cortisol.
Fran
(Adapted from info on the Net)
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Debbie Mayes says thank
you to everyone who
sponsored her in the Big
Swim at the Leisure Centre. She was able to raise
£230 for Manna House.

A Reminder:
if you leave a submission
for The Fellowship in the
folder, or pop it through
my letterbox, please put
your name on it. A couple
of items for this month had
no names appended. My
guidelines as Editor, from
the Trustees includes the
following:

Please note this and comply if you wish your submission to be published.
Thanks.

Fran
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APRIL AT A GLANCE
Sun

1

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs

2
3
4
5

Fri

6

Sat
Sun

7
8

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs

16
17
18
19

Fri
Sat
Sun

20
21
22

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Mon

30

SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by John Campbell

Resurrection Now

Communion Service led by Rev Griff Jones
John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning

Kumen 1:00
Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Alternative Perspectives 7:00—9:00 pm
Kevin Rowan-Drewitt: Neolithic Observatories.
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am
Led by Griff and Sally Jones

A Celebration of Spring

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Rev Jo James.

Two Birds: The Subversive Potential of Your Spiritual Life.

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Women’s League 2:00
Coffee morning
Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

The Faith of Economics

Led by Mark Hutchinson

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Open House at 1 Church Walk, Kendal, from 2pm.
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am
Led by John Pickering

The Unitarian Principle
Widen your Perspective; Change the Future.

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
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Coffee Morning Rota
DATE

COFFEE / COUNTER WASH UP
TEA PREP

DRYING /
PUTTING
AWAY

Wed 4

Marilyn

Debbie

David G

Krystal

Sat 7

Marilyn

Sally

David G

Debbie

Wed11

Phil

Krystal

Fred

Gaynor

Sat 14

Phil

David C

Helen

Mark S

Wed 18

Katie

Ann

Debbie

Rob

Sat 21

Helen

David C

Fred

Gaynor

Wed 25

Phil

Fred

Gaynor

John B

Sat 28

Phil

Krystal

Helen

Mark S

What words or phrases
do these represent?

If you are on the rota and have to cancel then, if it is not an emergency, please
try and find a replacement before contacting Helen Jones. If you can fill in any
of the gaps, please let Helen know. Contact: helenjones573@gmail.com
MOB: 07795 142914
Any views expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not
necessarily express the views of the editor, committee or trustees.
In view of recent
events, it may well
be that we will need
folk to step in and
substitute for names
on the Chalice list.
Chalice Lighters
1
8
15
22
29

Rob
Linda P
Sue P
Joan S
David P

The Fellowship is available as a pdf file. If you would like to
receive it in this format, rather than as hard copy, please let
Fran know: booksbyfran@btinternet.com
If possible when supplying newsletter copy by email please
observe the following:
1. Please supply as a Word doc, a Publisher doc, or simple text
in the body of the email. Do NOT send as pdf; that makes me
more work!
2. Please use Tahoma font, size 10.
3. Do NOT justify text
4. Please label photographs. Leaving just the image numbers
on is not helpful.
Thanks. Fran

Deadline for next issue: 22 April

Answers. Pioneer / Pisces / Three car pile up
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MINISTRY TEAM LEADER: Rev Amanda Reynolds
Spiritual matters, pastoral care and weddings, baptisms and funerals.
Mobile: 07545 375721 / amandareynolds1@me.com

CHAPEL OFFICERS
U

Chair

Mrs Ann Wilcox

Treasurer

Mr John Campbell, 1 Church Walk, Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria
LA9 5AG
01539 232172

Administrator Mrs Jayne Finch, 48 Emesgate Lane, Silverdale LA5 0RF
unitarianoffice@gmail.com
MOB: 07426 096608
Pastoral

Mrs Sue Parry,

01524 762249

Organist

Ms Jo Rogers, Underscar, Brigsteer, Nr Kendal LA8 8AN
015395 68631

Organist

Mr John Campbell, as above

Fellowship
Editor

Mrs Fran Pickering, 69 Sandylands Rd, Kendal LA9 6JG
booksbyfran@btinternet.com
01539 721247

TRUSTEES OFFICERS
U

Chair

Ms Hazel Clarke, Pear Tree Cottage, The Row, Lyth, Kendal,
LA8 8DD
015395 68284

Treasurer

Mr John Campbell, as above

Caretaker

Mr Tony Egglestone, 64 Low Garth, Kendal LA9 5PA
07455 123317.

Chapel Office: 01539 737021
Vestry/Kitchen: 01539 739442
Kendal Unitarian Chapel
Branthwaite Brow
Market Place
Kendal LA9 4TN
https://kendalunitarians.com/
https://www.facebook.com/kendalunitarians/
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Celebrating Mandy’s 60th birthday. Photos by John C.

Back Cover: Images from the Riversiders’ X-Factor evening. Photos by John P.

